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“Industry 4.0 enables complex 

digital transformation, 

demanding high-speed, 

predictive, intelligent, and multi-

layered secure IP networks.”
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Omdia view: Why demand for IP 
routing and switching is rising

• Demand is moving to applications (for instance, 5G, cloud, and industrial 
IoT [IIOT]) requiring strong IP network performance; meanwhile, 
deepening cloudification and digital transformation for enterprise verticals 
means that IP networks must carry more key services

• Communications service providers (CSPs) and enterprises have massive 
rollouts of 5G and 5G Advanced backhaul transport networks

• Cloud-enabled digitalization; enterprises urgently wish to be in the cloud

• Discussions about industrial internet (Industry 4.0) and metaverse 
readiness have already started

• Smart industrial digitalization is trending high and demands intelligent 
connectivity with guaranteed service level agreements (SLAs)

• Telco and IT cloud convergence for network virtualizations and SDN

• Network as a service for multicloud access, time to market of new services, 
and empowering users and service innovation

• A growing trend of enormous bandwidth flooding with higher throughput 
for latency-sensitive services and faster processing at the edge Source: Freepik

Industry 4.0 and the metaverse enable digital transformations
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800GE innovation guarantees faster line 
rates and low resource footprints. 

Today, the norm is 400GE, but 2023 will 
see a surge in 800GE. Vendors have 

800GE ready and are eager to ramp up 
discussions with CSPs. CSP interest in 

800GE is mixed, but 800GE innovation kit 
will help CSPs meet their Industry 4.0 and 
metaverse ambitions in the near future.
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Key messages

Multi-layered IP network security alone 
guarantees secure digital transformation. 

Multi-layered IP security is necessary for 
vulnerable IP network infrastructure. It 

alone can guarantee safety in the Industry 
4.0 and metaverse-enabled digital age.

Autonomous, intelligent, and predictive 
IP networks will soon be vital. 

Unlocking machine learning (ML) analytics 
and AI automation capabilities enables 
predictive, self-healing, and self-driving 
autonomous IP network infrastructure 

from edge to WAN. This empowers CSPs 
to offer unmatched speed, efficiency, and 

growth opportunities in the digital era.
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Service providers

• CSPs should get serious about discussing 800GE innovation for their IP network 
modernization. It is the best time to start considering and discussing 800GE 
implementation based on emerging use cases (applications) and network traffic 
analysis. The ability of 800GE to save resources and carbon footprints, compared to 
400GE, should also be discussed. 

• CSPs must discuss how to safeguard their vulnerable IP networks from 
unprecedented and next-generation cyber and malware attacks. They should also 
consider ensuring zero-trust-embedded multi-layered IP security is there from 
silicon to application, from service edge to core and data centers; this is paramount 
to reducing operational costs.

• It is time for CSPs to seriously explore and implement next-generation ML 
analytics and AI automation in their end-to-end IP network infrastructure. CSPs 
should discuss with all incumbent system vendors about making existing and 
greenfield IP networks truly autonomous, predictive, self-healing, and self-driving 
in the digital era.

Key recommendations
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Vendors

• System vendors must prove to CSPs how next-generation routing technology, 
based on 800GE, can ensure high speeds, higher capacity, and scalability with 
fewer resource savings. Vendors should advise on which emerging use cases really 
need the 800Gb/s high-speed routing interfaces in digital transformation.

• System vendors need to prove the support of multi-layered self-defending IP 
security capabilities. Such capabilities should mitigate the harm caused by 
network-level security threats and attacks on vulnerable IP networks in the 
Industry 4.0 and metaverse era. 

• System vendors have a big responsibility to show the real implementation of ML 
analytics and AI-enabled automation for intent-based IP transport networks over 
the last few years. Vendors must fulfill their promises to CSPs in realizing their 
dreams of building self-driving, self-healing,  predictive, and autonomous IP 
networks. 



800GE innovation 
guarantees faster 
line rates and low 
resource footprints
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800GE will be the next generation 
of IP networking technology

• Service providers need 800Gb/s router interfaces in their networks to 
handle the enormous bandwidth demands of the digital world enabled by 
Industry 4.0 and the metaverse.

• Compared to 400GE innovation, 800GE innovation ensures sustainable 
business growth and low cost per bit for service providers and cloud 
providers; this is achievable because of IP system integration and 
significant power and space savings in meeting high-traffic demands of the 
future.

• Secure and scalable 800GE-enabled next-generation IP interconnection 
router platforms are imperative for successful digital acceleration.

• 800GE-enabled next-generation IP routers ensure low carbon footprints, 
less space, and faster line rates for bandwidth-intensive applications like 
high-traffic video streaming, live gaming networks, metaverse, human 
augmentation, and IIoT.

• Owing to its faster and more efficient silicon and switch fabrics, 800GE 
guarantees backward compatibility with existing 400GE, 200GE, and 100GE 
optics. Source: Freepik

800GE next-generation IP network interconnections will fuel the metaverse-enabled 
digital era
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Player type What will the impact be? Impact 
rating

How should players respond?

Tier 1 
service 
providers

IP-enabled transport network connectivity 
underpins a successful digital economy. CSPs 
lack enthusiasm about adopting efficient line 
rates with next-generation IP routing 
technology. They are hesitant because there is a 
clear absence of clear router evolution 
strategies, roadmaps, and cost-benefit analyses.

CSPs should first define a clear framework for IP and router interface evolution 
strategies. To achieve sustainable growth, CSPs should be clear in all RFxs about 
router interface module specification adoption, scaling, and operational targets 
for different regional and application-specific implementations. Deep-dive cost-
benefit and return on investment analyses between different router port speeds 
(100GE, 400GE, 800GE), space, and power savings will definitely help CSPs to 
decide on their router hardware investments.

Tier 1 
incumbent 
system 
vendors

800GE-enabled next-generation IP networking 
technology fuels the growth of a future 
metaverse-enabled digital economy. This 
enables new business growth for IP routers 
product line.

Incumbent system vendors should partner with CSPs to set out long-term IP 
strategy and router port speed migration plans from 100GE to 400GE to 800GE. 
Intensive technology and silicon innovation SWOT analysis, joint proof-of-
concept testing, future application bandwidth and precedented and 
unprecedented traffic analysis, and connection with cloud services will be key to 
convincing CSPs to adopt 800GE technology.

Emerging 
white box 
vendors

In competitive routers market, it is not easy for 
emerging white box vendors to win the race of 
high-speed routers and silicon innovation.

To be successful and compete with existing Tier 1 system vendors, a focused 
routing products lifecycle, robust CSPs network analysis, and product evolution 
analysis with relevant roadmaps will be key to success. 

800GE-enabled IP interconnection will be a future game changer
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Multi-layered IP 
network security is 
key to digital 
transformation
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IP networks today face larger and 
more sophisticated attacks

• Growing digital transformation cemented the urgency for the readiness of 
secure next-generation IP network infrastructure  against any malicious 
attacks, system vulnerabilities, and loopholes.

• Service and cloud providers demand multi-layered and embedded IP 
security, in addition to existing standard security tunneling mechanisms 
and gateways (such as IPSec, MACSec, or GRE) to protect their enterprise 
and vertical industries’ mission-critical services, consumer services, and 
end-to-end IP transport network infrastructure.

• Traditional security mechanism gateways are unable to safeguard against 
next-generation security threats in vulnerable IP networks. Service 
providers today demand more sophisticated, multi-layered, embedded, 
precise, and predictive security mechanisms at the IP silicon, application, 
or network OS levels to detect traffic abnormalities and threat vectors.

• CSPs must secure their networks end-to-end, starting from service edge, 
metro, core, peering, and data center for any malicious, ransomware, and 
collision attacks, such as spoofing, DDoS, botnets, multi-vector cyber 
attacks, MD5, and more.
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Source: Freepik

Multi-layered and embedded IP security are critical as network attack surfaces expand
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Player type What will the impact be? Impact 
rating

How should players respond?

Tier 1 
service 
providers

Service and cloud providers strongly demand 
intelligent IP network security connectivity to 
protect their customers and network 
infrastructure and ensure uncompromised 
delivery and quality of service (QoS).

CSPs must collaborate closely with vendors and partners to draft long-term IP 
network protection mechanisms against volumetric attacks in metro, core, and 
peering data center networks. They must also define policies against 
unauthorized and illegal user access at the IP edge and redefine user access to 
be more secure yet not compromise service throughput or latency in the 5G era.

Tier1 
system 
vendors

Cutting-edge IP products with embedded multi-
layered IP security mechanisms will win the trust 
of service and cloud providers in the ear of 
Industry 4.0, 5G, cloudification, and digital 
transformation.

System vendors must prove their datacom IP products can secure service 
provider networks with traditional security encryption and gateways and 
provide multi-layered, predictive security protection against next-generation 
malicious threats without sacrificing QoS. This multi-layered protection, from 
silicon to application level, safeguards against unauthorized attacks right from 
the IP edge.

Emerging 
white box 
vendors

Like Tier 1 system vendors, emerging white box 
vendors are also expected to bring the same 
level of embedded and multi-layered IP network 
security  innovation in their open and 
disaggregated networking solutions

Emerging players must prove (in labs and commercial trials) the understanding 
of potential security threats and how risk should be mitigated in open and 
disaggregated IP networking gear.

Scalable IP networks need robust, multi-layered IP security
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Autonomous, 
intelligent, 
predictive and self-
driving IP networks 
will be vital
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AI/ML will reshape the future of 
self-driving IP networks

• Growing 5G-enabled digital transformations and Industry 4.0 have 
highlighted the urgency of cloud-oriented intelligent, predictive, 
automated, and autonomous self-driving IP transport networks from the 
network edge to the data center. Such networks will help eliminate manual 
and tedious labor-intensive O&M operations and complexities.

• Next-generation cloud native intelligent IP networks seamlessly connect 
enterprises, consumers, and machines to the cloud. Cloud network 
synergies, or network-as-cloud autonomous systems, are the way forward.

• AI and ML are well-regarded as key to building advanced self-operating IP 
automation centers, which help avoid operational complexities and create 
adaptive, responsive, and predictive IP network infrastructure.

• ML makes predictions using data sets collected through telemetry. AI 
performs intelligent, proactive actions based on those predictions.

• Proactive O&M, self-learning, self-healing, trusted intent-based 
automation, self-optimization, and adaptive decision-making are key 
features of next-generation IP networks.
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ML analytics and AI automation will be vital for CSPs networks
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Player 
type

What will the impact be? Impact 
rating

How should players respond?

Tier 1 
service 
providers

CSPs urgently need intelligent IP 
connectivity with AI/ML-enabled 
cloud-based O&M, which will be key in 
the Industry 4.0 era of smart cities, 
smart automation, smart 
manufacturing, and the metaverse.

CSPs must collaborate closely with vendor partners to draft long-term cloud network 
integration strategies for AI/ML-enabled predictive network management, detailed network 
visibility, and intent-based trusted network automation. CSPs must highlight key 
requirements in their RFx for all vendors to meet multi-vendor O&M, guaranteeing the 
creation of adaptive, responsive, and predictive IP network infrastructure. CSPs should ask 
vendors to behave pragmatically with their offerings and clearly mention their network 
autonomous systems’ AI/ML capabilities without exaggerating.

Tier 1 
system 
vendors

Tier 1 system vendors must show real 
intelligent, predictive, and 
autonomous network systems that 
truly build on AI/ML capabilities.

Incumbent vendors must prove AI and ML will really help CSPs to build deep learning, 
predictive, self-healing, and trusted systems to solve IP network and multivendor 
interoperability issues. To build trust, vendors should have stable and consistent solution 
roadmaps that do not create false expectations.

Emerging 
white box 
vendors

These vendors are expected to bring 
the same level of AI/ML-powered 
innovation with cutting-edge 
automation to rival Tier 1 vendors.

Emerging players must prove, to some extent, how their open disaggregated systems 
support AI and ML capabilities in building self-healing, predictive, and trusted IP self-driving 
autonomous IP infrastructure.

The industrial metaverse demands AI/ML-based predictive networks
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Appendix

Methodology

This report is based on Omdia’s analysis, market data, and forecasts for service providers and related markets.

Further reading

Omdia IP Transport Network Disaggregation Survey (November 2022)

Service Provider Routing & Switching Analyst Call – 2Q22 (October 2022)

Service Provider Switching and Routing Forecast – 1H22 Data (October 2022)

MPLS, SD & AI Net World Congress – April 2022 (April 2022)

MWC 2022 – A wrap-up of IP network routing and switching technologies” (March 2022)

“IP Transport Networks: Trends to Watch at MWC 2022” (February 2022)

2022 Trends to Watch: Service Provider Switching and Routing Portfolios (October 2021)

“The overall market, technology, and the importance of transport network slicing” (August 2021)

“Disaggronomics:” The Story of Distributed Disaggregated Transport Networks (July 2021)
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https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM026307/Omdia-IP-Transport-Network-Disaggregation-Survey
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM027341/Service-Provider-Routing--Switching-Analyst-Call--2Q22
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM026294/Service-Provider-Switching-and-Routing-Forecast--1H22-Data
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM024077/MPLS-SD--AI-Net-World-Congress--April-2022
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM023932/MWC-2022--A-wrap-up-of-IP-network-routing-and-switching-technologies
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM022836/IP-Transport-Networks-Trends-to-Watch-at-MWC-2022
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM021621/2022-Trends-to-Watch-Service-Provider-Switching-and-Routing-Portfolios
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM020269/The-overall-market-technology-and-the-importance-of-transport-network-slicing
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM020121/Disaggronomics-The-Story-of-Distributed-Disaggregated-Transport-Networks
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Omdia Consulting

We hope that this analysis will help you make informed and imaginative business decisions. If you have further requirements, Omdia’s consulting team may be able to help you. For more 

information about Omdia’s consulting capabilities, please contact us directly at consulting@omdia.com.
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